
 

The Acquirly is a great way to not only get more reviews 
but also manage reviews so that you can get the most out of 

read and search engines to use to improve your SEO rankings.

The result? More customers! By standing out from your  
 

party sites, you will get more customers.

How to Get Started Using the Acquirly

Acquirly was designed to be simple and easy for both owners 

Once you sign up with one of our account managers, you can 
download the Acquirly from the Apple App Store or  
Google Play.  

From here you can start asking for reviews or you can invite employees 

enter your employee’s email address and send an invite.

How to Get Reviews

 

a page to enter the customer’s email and mobile phone number.

Once requested, the customer will receive an email and a text 
message with a link to a page asking them to rate your services. 

choice) of the following reviews sources:  Google My Business,  
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from turning into a social media nightmare.

How to Manage Reviews

the customer or try to prevent an issue from becoming a problem.

Furthermore, using the Reviews Summary feature lets you know which customer has 

How to Manage Employees

Acquirly makes it easy to see how your employees are doing. 

With the Reviews Summary page you will be able to see all of the 
reviews that your employees have requested and how many they 

Acquirly also has two levels of access Owner and Employee.

employees. At the employee level, access is limited to their personal 

Get the Most Out of Acquirly
How to Receive a Review in 8 Steps: 
1. You and your employees download the app to your smart phone.
2.  
 from the customer and launches the app.
3.  
 phone number).
4.  A link is instantly sent to your customer via email and text message.
5.  Once the customer clicks on the link, they are taken to a page asking 
 
6.  
 
7.  
 sources to leave a review.
8.  

Ge�ng reviews is easy with Acquirly, but managing reviews is even easier! By
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5 Ways to Ask for a Review

Here are a few great ways to ask for a review once the job is completed:
1.  Finally, I would like to ask you to leave a review of our service online. Do you have a 
 few moments to write a review?
2.  I want to thank you for using our company. One of the ways my boss grades me is 
 through reviews; do you have a minute to leave me a review online? It is very  
 
3.   
 system online to capture this data. If you have a minute, I can walk you through  
 the process.
4.  We greatly appreciate you and value your opinion. To improve our services, would 
 you leave us a review?
5.  We greatly appreciate you and value your opinion. Would you take a minute to  
 leave us a review?

What to Do If Someone Declines to Leave a Review

When this happens, keep in mind that people these days are very busy and leaving a 

Be sure to explain that leaving a review will only take a minute and that it can be done 

Never pressure someone into leaving a review if they do not want to!

What Not to Do

There are many thing you can do with Acquirly but remember do not spam people 
 

job site.


